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FEATURE | JORDAN GOREN

           TELLURIDE 
                                     COLORADO 

Words & Images by Jordan Goren

To Hell You Ride (Telluride)

The fresh powder in the morning light
Sparkling in my eye I couldn’t help but 
smile 
It fluttered in the breeze, like swimming 
in a cloud
Cloud to cloud, a beautiful untamed 
splendour 
My simple heroin, I fly through the sky
Amongst the clouds. I fly.

FEATURE | JORDAN GOREN 

M y trip to Telluride in early 2015 was 
amazing. I don’t think I had ever 
had so much alone time. I was able 

to be on the mountain by 7am, gliding 
through the fresh powder, and wouldn’t 
return back to the house until 5pm, when 
the mountain closed. Snowboarding the 
whole day apart from a short lunch break 
I took at Giuseppe’s, a restaurant at the 
top of the mountain with the best pulled-
pork slider I have ever tasted in my life. 
Being able to explore the mountain in 
solitude was something i’ll never forget. 
Not to mention doing my first ever double 
black run, and dropping into random bits 
of forest hoping to find cool little tree runs. 
After having a month of snowboarding ev-
eryday I found it really difficult to leave, 
but i knew I would be back sometime soon.
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ATHENS 
                      WORDS AND IMAGES BY JORDAN GOREN

pt.2
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ATHENS
is a city I have stayed in on my way to 
Serifos (an island in the Aegean Sea) 
and it is one of the coolest places I 
have been to. I think so many people 
are too quick to disregard it because 
its not a ‘Greek Island’, which is kind 
of nice in my opinion, because it can 
still retain so much of its culture and 
history. As derelict as it seems, it has 
an amazing vibe and will always have 
a special place in my heart. This year, 
after around 40 hours of travel, from 

Sydney to Athens, after catching 4 
planes, after missing our last connect-
ing flight, and after a hella expensive 
cab from the airport we finally arrived 
at our Air BnB at two o’clock in the 
morning. We were all so exhausted but 
our host showed us the place, finally 
we followed him up the stairs to the 
roof where we had the most amazing 
view of the Parthenon. I realised how 
happy I was to be out of Sydney.

FEATURE | JORDAN GOREN 

In Ruins 

Late night cab rides are filled with yawns
We bought beers and cigarettes
And like a ship lost at sea, 
Slow danced with midnight, 
On the rooftop we chilled
Like the free wine in the fridge
The Parthenon lit up the sky,
 beckoning like a distant star
Another sleepless night.

FEATURE | JORDAN GOREN 
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FEATURE | JORDAN GOREN

BELOW:
ATHENS CENTRAL STATION.

FEATURE | JORDAN GOREN

ABOVE:
MONASTIRAKI FLEA MARKETS.
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                ANDREAS DAMOURAS 
a photo series from Japan  
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 BACKYARD IN SYD--   
TEXT & IMAGES BY ELIZA. J. SAVILLE

“imagine if 
extraterrestrial life finally made 

contact and this
is what they found”

FEATURE | ELIZA SAVILLE
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         IMAGES BY DANIELLE FARRUGIA

FEATURE | DANIELLE FARRUGIA
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       CHLOE DEVIENNE
 

  Hoi An, Vietnam 

VIETNAM 
              Text & Images by Dunja Karagic 
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It was early December last year when we spon-
taneously decided to book tickets to South East 
Asia. With no itinerary except our landing and 
departing places, we boarded a plane to Hanoi, 
Vietnam, forgetting all our expectations back 
in Sydney. 

Our introduction to Vietnam resides in my 
memory forever.  Our faces confused as we 
watched everyone at Hanoi Airport dressed 
in ski jackets, scarves and beanies,  while we 

stood there in our teeny shorts and t-shirts. 
Finally stepping outside, we understood. My 
bare arse legs were welcomed to one of Viet-
nam’s coldest winters in history. And yeah of 
course, while packing back home we thought 
that Vietnam had never been acquainted with 
the term “it’s fucking freezing.”

The hustle and bustle on this side of the world 
at any hour struggles to compare to the busiest 
of city peak hours back home.  The preview of 
this country through a cab window bewildered 
me. The city zooming past me made me anx-
ious, nothing was familiar, my head was weak, 
my stomach was uneasy.  But within the first 
few minutes of roaming through Hanoi’s old 
quarter streets, this unease vanished into the 
air, blending with the aroma of noodle soup 
mingled with street fires.   This anxiety was 
replaced by colours and scents, a feeling so 

vibrant, I’d never felt back home in Sydney. It 
warmed our hearts, like the cheap cigarettes 
we smoked, in an attempt to avoid freezing our 
butts off. 

These streets welcomed us with open arms, 
leading us to the warmest souls. Their smiles 
were rich, even though other aspects of their 
life struggled to be.   And their kindness led 
us to places I thought I would only ever get to 
experience second hand on social media, 

behind my cracked mobile screen. One of these 
places was Mui Ne’s red and white sand-dunes. 
These moments of zooming through towering 
mountains of sand, gazing out on to what ap-
peared an endless horizon are permanently 
instilled into my memory. On one side of us 
eternal castles of sand, the other boundless 
waters. A desert right beside an ocean.

Vietnam not only enriched us with its unique 
culture, warm welcomes, endless suprises, 
near death experiences and the most heavenly 
dishes in the world (despite accidently order-
ing 2 minute noodles for our first meal) but it 
opened my eyes to the beauty that exists out 
there, beyond the mundane comfort of Sydney.

These are some of my favourite photos of 
Vietnam and it’s desert. And a diary entry I 
had shakily written along the way.

“A DESERT BESIDE THE OCEAN”

1st February, 12 pm. 

“I’m currently stranded on the side 
of road because we locked our key 
inside our motorbike.

At least i can sit to the side and 
watch the ocean through the warm 
tinges of my sunglasses. And if I 
blur out all the rubbish and the 
never-ending honking of traffic that 
shatters my eardrums, its quite 
beautiful and peaceful. 

This is where i am,
 for an unknown amount of time, 
waiting for a solution.”

FEATURE | DUNJA KARAGIC
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Narcissus 

A tale 
         about

“An extract from my diary, 
I wrote it on my way to Greece. 
It was Greek God inspired but I was
talking about the beauty of the waters in 
Cinque Terre”
                                          

Images & Words by Millie Thomas 

“Diary Extract, 
September, 2016
Millie Thomas.”

The other day I caught my 
reflection. 

It was dancing and glowing in ways 
I’d never seen. 
The water sung songs as it lapped at 
my feet. 
I saw the city. 

Behind me, the colours 
so bright, 
not even the wildest of 
imaginations could dream.
I finally understood,
Narcissus. 

Maybe it wasn’t just himself
who he fell inlove with. 
He fell in love with an alter ego. 
Another life. 
A life where your refletion dances and 
glows, 
where the city shines in colour like 
never before. 

He fell in love with the possibility of 
another life.  
A temptation so far from reach, yet it 
appeared,
Right before his eyes. 

According to Greek myth, he stayed 
staring, 
Down at that reflection until,
Death took him. 
He couldn’t look away from sheer 
beauty,
And tranquillity. 
His soul ran away,
With the waves and left a shell of his 
body. 
As I stood there,
Mesmerised by the person looking 
back, I understood. 
The water was so clear it could almost 
be confused for air, 
the waves so peaceful,
I was hypnotised. 
I was stuck in a thought, an idea 
And a possibility. 
Stuck between a chance and a risk, 
life and death. 

The beautiful and the ugly. 
Only once I fell out of this irrational 
fantasy did I realise the seduction of 
mother nature. How beautiful she por-
trayed this version of me. 
With glistening skin and an ever 
dancing soul. 
but if I looked deeper I could see the 
dark undercurrent.

I saw where temptation would lead. 
That my potential destiny would also 
be, 
My doom. 
That you cant have beauty,
Without darkness. 
That’s where Narcissus fell victim to 
himself. 
He refused to scratch beneath the 
surface of the water to see the dark-
ness, he only 
Saw the beauty. 

So maybe to be Narcissistic,
 is to only see the beauty 
In oneself, and to underestimate the 
Darkness and the power it holds. 

FEATURE | MILLIE THOMAS
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FEATURE | JORDAN ZOË ALEXI

Serifos has always been 
more than an island. It took 
10 days of my existence to 

be drawn to its beaches, and I have 
struggled to leave it ever since. 
Serifos is my holiday, my escape, 
my utopia and greatest of all my 
solitude. 
Nothing in the world brings peace 
of mind like the gently idling 
Aegean waves caressing the sand 
between my toes.  
Any lingering stress from mundane 
responsibilities is alleviated by the 
glimmer of the perfectly white 
houses. Flowers drape down the 
sides of balconies tumbling down 
to rocky footpaths.  Cicadas chirp 
relentlessly singing the tune of the 
mountain town.  Detached from our 

phones and the first world friend-
ship reigns supreme. Never will 
you find friends as great as those 
you meet on the island. Nothing 
will ever form a bond stronger than 
dancing foolishly until dawn on the 
beach, skinny dipping in the freez-
ing nighttime waters, and gazing 
into the stars that are only visible 
outside of humanity’s polluted city 
skies.  Serifos is known to the world 
as the erotic island, a wonder of the 
world. It is all of those things to me 
and more. It is a utopia, a place of 
solitude and more. 

To me, Serifos is my sanity.

IMAGES BY JORDAN GOREN 
TEXT BY ALEXI BARNSTONE & ZOË BARNSTONE-CLARK

Serifos.
FEATURE | JORDAN ZOË ALEXI

     Words by Alexi Barnstone 
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FEATURE | JORDAN ZOË ALEXI

ZOË BARNSTONE-CLARK 
                                    a collection of poems- Serifos 2015-2016 

FEATURE | JORDAN ZOË ALEXI

Windows are slammed against blue
shutters by the still wild wind
that has churned the seas into white
caps. The air becomes neurotic, soured by the 
lemon
of rumination. The restless sea
of thoughts is frigid and I long for the warmth
of the Aegean. Twilight promises a new day’s 
warmth
as the night sky fades to an auroral blue.
The tide of introspection rescinds and the sea
is calmed despite the persistence of the wind.
The hand of time squeezes the lemon 
in the sky and sunlight pours down onto the 
white houses. The day begins with warmth 
though the chill of the sea
spreads goosebumps across my skin. A white 
and blue
flag flutters in the wind-- a nation that con-
curs: everything tastes better with lemon.

Serifos Sestina
Every morning commences with white
sheets and the reluctance to leave their 
warmth.
Then feet land softly on lemon-
colored tile. Breakfast is served on blue
plates, eaten in haste for fear that the wind
will pick up and waves will be choppy on the 
sea.

Everyday involves a trip to the sea
and a trek through a maze of white 
houses. Hair is blown wild by the wind
and skin is bronzed by the sun’s warmth.
Over the mountain, there is the shock of the 
water’s blue.
People frolic on the shore, adorned in swathes 
of rose and lemon.

On a midday break at the taverna, lemon 
is squeezed on nearly every dish. The salt from 
the sea complements the fresh vegetables and 
the somber blue
verses of Seferis. The sand, not quite white, 
but as soft as satin provides the warmth 
for an afternoon siesta as the earth grants a 
lullaby with the wind. 

But at night the owls compete with the wind
to be the source of insomnia. The big lemon
in the sky begins to head west and its warmth
dissolves out of sight. Lying in bed, the sea-
sickness returns till the mind becomes blank 
and white.
The unconscious breeds dreams resembling 
Picasso’s blue period. 
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There is nothing quite like this ease
of waking up and seeing the blue sea.

The walk down the mountain never tires 
me.
I soak up the sun till my head feels fuzzy 
and my stomach sick in anticipation of the 
days when grayness will turn me inside 
out. We trade jokes and stories and kisses.
Laughter *inner-peace* repeat laughter.
You’re from here, I’m from there,
we exchange our slang words
and play each others games.
Kings Cup and Charades,
amber and clear giggle juice
till we’re all singing and snapping pictures
we’ll howl over in the morning.
I sprinkle flowers on the sand
and believe I am the music man.
We have feasts of Tootsies, non-carbonat-
ed Fanta
and lemon french fries.
We walk and walk some more,
to the beach and back again,
up and down the mountain.
The mountain of home and beginnings
(first kisses on roofs). Hands, hands,
hands, “This is such a tease.”
He’ll take his time navigating the 
in between of my mind and thighs.
Though I’m not one for practicing math,

I’ve made working the equation of us a 
habit.
2+2+2=love hexagon
We became pretty pictures on petty feeds—
beautiful people all of us,
kissed by the sun and timelessness.
Then we all started dropping like flies—
time to wake up, end this fantasy.
Ferry boats leave panic in their wake.
My snot on his shoulder and I hated 
to admit I knew why so I told him “later.”
He told me “I need space,” BUT WE 
HAVE NO TIME.
Einstein says space = 3 dimensions, time 
= 1 illusion.
Bitter kisses and harsh words, BUT 
YOUR SWEET BLUE EYES.
I don’t know what wasn’t a lie.
When we had little hands and feet you 
asked 
to marry me, but only toddlers play 
pretend. 
time to wake up, end this fantasy
Ferry boats take me and leave no tears in 
their wake.
Home again? No, just waiting to leave this 
town and be alone. 
I tell myself, “Don’t be so meloncholy.”

My silly mind says, “Cheers, appreciate it.”

Cheers,  
                   APPRECIATE IT. 

FEATURE | JORDAN ZOË ALEXI

- 2015

FEATURE | JORDAN ZOË ALEXI

but he’d rather swallow bees.
Maybe
all we ever did was swallow bees
and it was all a mere buzz 
I felt in his torso and he heard
in my intoxicated mumbo jumbo. 
It’s safer to see it for what it was—
an island plagued by transience.
Soon enough we’ll be four continents and 
two oceans apart,
so maybe I’ll see you on my Facebook page
among the black and white snapshots
captured by a singing French girl.
Our memories and youth embalmed.
Soon enough we’ll have responsibility 
and we won’t have July to spare
so I’ll worry and wonder when I’ll see you 
again.
I lay in bed glaring at my little silver island
still dangling on a string.
But I whisper to it before turning over in 
bed,
“Cheers, appreciate it.”

                                - 2016 

A little island dangles on a string,
 jagged and silver,

the string twisted about my neck
for days after we departed it’s shiny surface.
It sits on my dresser now
amongst other strewn heirlooms.
I glare at it while stuck in bed, 
missing the days I woke up first, 
eager to see the same faces
I never grew tired of. 
The breakfast table was our war room.
There were beaches to hike to but 
Leisurely chess games were played 
with the assurance the sun went down at 10.
Fruit salads, whole loaves of bread, and a 
bucket of Nutella
were demolished by our buzzing mouths.
We’d empty bottles not in an attempt to feel 
less empty;
we were filled to the brim and we’d spill over 
into
dancing and shouting and embraces.
We entangled our bodies up and down our 
little mountain,
On cliff ledges and the sides of Greek Ortho-
dox churches,
and we’d wake up smiling to the bruises on 
our knees and backs 
and the hickies adorned on our necks and 
chests.
I learned you can drink a potion of liquor 
and honey 
to transform child’s play into foreplay and 
back again. 
He’ll wake up claiming I poured it down his 
throat
but order nine rounds of it three nights later.
My childhood fiancee turned summer lover,
turning my heart over in his icy hands
as I held out mine for his, 

WORDS BY ZOË BARNSTONE-CLARK
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a photo series from Europe & Dubai

MILAN RODRIGUEZ 
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USA
OCEANSIDE, OREGON.

IMAGES & WORDS BY LEVI.K.VIXIE 
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FEATURE | LEVI. K. VIXIE

My time in Seaside 
was short and con-
siderably good. I still 
can’t think of a better 

place to give your thoughts enough 
space to roam. You could walk for 
miles completely undisturbed as 
your steps are muted by the sand, 
and the slow crashing tide gives ca-
dence to your thoughts. The people 
themselves seem to always be deep 
in thought, pondering the questions 
that the city seems to run over and 
leave as roadkill. The villages on 
the Oregon coast have been gaining 
traction as spots to visit, and some 
towns are arguably tourist towns, 
however little gems like these villag-
es are all over waiting to be found. 
I highly recommend to find yourself 
a seaside cabin on the Oregon coast 
at some point if you visit the states.

Perhaps the hangover made 
the cold foggy seaside so attractive 
that day, with the tumultuous tide 
synchronized to my pounding head-
ache. It seemed utterly perfect, the 
foggy seaside village drearily wait-
ing for the summer season much 
like my head waited for sleep and to 
be able to see clearly. The locals act-
ed like statues,  all of them as still 
as the fog, waiting for wind to push 
them into their houses. The whole 

place seemed like an apparition, at 
one point I swear I saw Edgar Allen 
Poe walking down the trail towards 
the beach, letting the village seep 
into his imagination to use later in 
one of his compositions. I was then 
unaware that I was in the exact right 
place at the exact right time, and 
now can safely say I know where 
to go when I need the solace of an 
empty beach, never ending fog, and 
enough grey to put the UK to shame.

FEATURE | LEVI. K. VIXIE

“The locals acted like statues,  all of them as still as the fog, 
waiting for wind to push them into their houses.”
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FEATURE | GEORGIA MARRIOT

A photo series by Georgia Marriot 

FEATURE | GEORGIA MARRIOT
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inside back

TUZLA, BOSNIA. 
Dunja Karagic. 

“home away from home’”
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